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	2016/12 New Cisco 400-151: CCIE Data Center Written Exam v2.0Exam Questions Updated Today!Free Instant Download

400-151 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) 122Q&As from Braindump2go.com Today! 100% Real Exam Questions! 100% Exam Pass

Guaranteed! 1.|2016/12 New 400-151 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) 122Q&As Download:

http://www.braindump2go.com/400-151.html 2.|2016/12 New 400-151 Exam Questions & Answers:

https://1drv.ms/f/s!AvI7wzKf6QBjgTGwhbcWvLDn5gQS QUESTION 1Which three guidelines and limitation of policy-based

routing are true? (Choose 3) A.    A match command can refer to more than one ACL in a route map used for policy-based routingB.

   The same route map can be shared among different interfaces for policy-based routing as long as the interfaces belong to the same

VRF instanceC.    Setting a tunnel interface or an IP address via a tunnel interface as a next hop in a policy-based routing policy is

not supportedD.    An ACL used in a policy-based routing route map cannot include a deny statementE.    A policy-based routing

route mao can have multiple match or set statements per route-map statementF.    Policy-based routing and WCCPv2 are not

supported on the same interface chaining is disabled Answer: BCD QUESTION 2You configured an new appliance port, but the

port has a pinning failure.Which option is a possible cause ? A.    The appliance port admin speed must be adjustedB.    Appliance

VLAS's are duplicated in global VLANSC.    The appliance is configure for NPVD.    Appliance VLAN are missing duplicate global

VLAN's Answer: D QUESTION 3Which options is a consortium of service providers and vendors that address NFV architecture

and orchestration for NFV? A.    IEEEB.    IETFC.    ONFD.    ETSI Answer: D QUESTION 4Refer to the exhibit. When utilizing

the cisco application virtual switch in an ACI FABRIC, it can be deployed in two types of switching modes.Which 2 types of

encapsulation can be used in each mode? (Choose 2) A.    No local switching : VXLANB.    No local switching : vlan or vxlanC.   

No local switching : VLAND.    Local switching : VLANE.    Local switching: VLAN OR VXLANF.    Local switching : VXLAN

Answer: AE QUESTION 5Which description of how to enable DIMM blacklisting is true? A.    Enable blacklisting in the servers

policy subtabB.    Enable blacklisting in the servers inventory memory subtabC.    Configure a memory policy under the services tab

D.    Configure a memory policy in the equipment policy subtab Answer: A QUESTION 6Refer to the exhibit. An admin wants to

bring online a new leaf node into their ACI fabric. Before registering the lead node, the admin checks the current status and sees this

output.Which option is the reason for the admin to see this output? A.    The DHCP server running on the APIC has failed and this

the leaf node has not been able to obtain an IP addressB.    The lead node is yet to be physically connected to the fabricC.    This

output is expected until the admin registers the leaf node and assigns it a roleD.    This output is expected until the admin registers

the lead node with an ID and nameE.    This wrong catalog firmware is running on the APIC Answer: E QUESTION 7Which

Programming language is used at the core of Openstack? A.    JavaB.    PythonC.    RubyD.    C++ Answer: B QUESTION 8Refer to

the Exhibit. Which Two CLI actions are appropriate to try to resolve the enhanced zoning lock problem? (Choose 2) A.    Use the

show zone internal vsan 16 command to determine the ip address of the user and the MDS switch where the lock is currently held.B.

   Use the no zone commit vsan command on the switch that holds the lock to release the lock if you are the holder of the lock.C.   

Use the no zone commit vsan <vsan id> force command on the switch that holds the lock to release the lock if another user holds the

lock.D.    Use the clear zone lock command to remove the lock. Use this command on each switch in the fabric for vsan 16 only.E.   

Using either cisco fabric manager or the CLI, reactivate the existing zone set for VSAN 16. Be careful to only reactivate and not

deactivate to avoid a disruption in service. Answer: BD QUESTION 9Which standard REST API method allows you to create a

managed object? A.    POSTB.    GETC.    PATCHD.    SET Answer: AExplanation:

http://aci-troubleshooting-book.readthedocs.io/en/latest/rest.html

http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/unified_computing/ucs/ucs-director/rest-api-getting-started-guide/5-4/b_REST_API_Getting_

Started_Guide_54.htmlWrite OperationsCreate and update operations to the REST API are actually both implemented using the

POST method, so that if an object does not already exist it will be created, and if it does already exist, it will be updated to reflect

any changes between its existing state and desired state.Both create and update operations can contain complex object hierarchies, so

that a complete tree can be defined within a single command, so long as all objects are within the same context root and they are

under the 1MB limit for data payloads to the REST API. This limit is in place to guarantee performance and protect the system

under high load. QUESTION 10Refer to the exhibit. Which statement about this output from two different switches is true? A.   

Based on this exhibit, a zone merge problem will not occur, but a warning is generated that indicates that some minor differences in

the zone set exist.B.    There is no way to tell if a zone merge problem will be encountered with just the current display. Additional

commands will need to be performed in order to determine if a problem exists.C.    Based on this exhibit, a zone merge problem will

occur.D.    This exhibit shows no problem. No zone merge issues occur for VSAN 1 based on the current displays. Answer: B  
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